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Copper multi-strand with a section of 
1mm2 for an excellent conductivity: Up to 
800 m per installation.

Tinned copper limiting the oxidation and 
facilitating the welds.

Compatible with 3M, Hella or equivalent 
connectors.

Non-toxic (standard ACS), without any 
animal fat, does not attract the rodents!

Double insulation totally tight, insensible 
into humidity (used for permanent 
immersion – AD8).

Outside diameter of 4 mm, compatible 
with the majority of cable-layers (optional 
adapters).

High mechanical strength.

Metric marking by numbering (400 -> 0). 
Blue colour easy to spot in the ground.

Without any decrease or disturbance of 
magnetic fields. No additional metallic 
braid.

DESCRIPTION RMC 400



INTRODUCTION OSVAN ACCESSORIES

INSTALLATION

The “Robot Mower Cable” is specially designed for 
robot mowers. This cable to be buried allows to 
avoid most of the problems known with the 
standards cables, extremely flexible, tinned 
copper, 100% tight (AD8), having an outer jacket 
protection  without any toxic material and 
animal fat, not attracting the rodents. After 
several years of use on the field, the retailers have 
seen a very strong reduction of the interventions 
bound to damages of the cable, pulling fewer 
wastes of time and money as well as a higher 
customers satisfaction having invested in a robot 
mower.

The installation of “Robot Mower Cable” is similar 
as the installation of standards cables. It can be 
used by most of cable-layers on the market. The 
connections are made in an identical way or by 
welding or by using tight connectors. For 
insulation displacement connectors, the blue 
outer jacket has to be removed by the OSVAN wire 
stripper. The installation stays very easy with a 
higher quality cable. OSVAN proposes 
connectors, adapters for cable-layers, 
accessories and robot mower houses.

Easy, safe and professional 
installation thanks to OSVAN 

accessories.

       Tight connectors IP 67 in line 
       or in T (for guide cable)

    
       Wire stripper

       Adapters for cable-layers

       Robot mower houses

Non-toxic, without animal 
fat, not attracting the 

rodents


